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Introduction: Animation Meets Machine. 
The process and product of machinima is, according to the co-founder and executive director of the 
New York-based Academy of Machinima Arts and Sciences, Paul Marino; “animated film-making 
within a real-time virtual 3D environment” (2004: 1). It is a new media in which digital 
videography, animation and computer game development has converged and was made possible by 
a revolutionary development: the action and events of the computer game can be recorded in a 
‘demo’ which may be played back without the necessary involvement of the game’s software 
‘engine’. Rather than the time consuming frame by frame rendering required in traditional 
animation, cameras and lighting tracks can be set up in advance when making machinima, with the 
subsequent recording capturing the actor’s virtual performances in real time, or ‘on-the-fly’. Thus, a 
three dimensional ludic experience becomes filmic when it is saved as a video file (e.g. MPEG, 
Quicktime or WMV) for playback by others. With this regard, machinima can be understood as a 
‘mash-up’ of the words animation and machine, and as a ‘mash-up’ of the mediums, cinema and 
computer game. Rising from roots somewhere in the hacker culture of the 1980s, the first, primitive 
machinima were simply ‘speedruns’ or records of the fastest possible traversal of all levels of the 
game. On December 10 in 1993, id Software released the game Doom, which permitted participants 
to log the events of their play sessions and then, as passive observers, re-visit these recordings. 
Adroit gamers soon exploited what Harry Lomond calls the “found technology” (2007: 33) of an 
independent camera facility in the game Quake, released by id Software on June 22 in 1996, to 
create records of their nimble completion of all its levels for other gamers to watch studiously. The 
‘demo’ thus allowed the conceptual reconfiguration of game into performance. Subsequent 
significant animations in the evolution of this art form subverted the aim of improving game play 
with the pursuit of a new goal: the telling of narrative stories, and these pioneer machinima include 
Diary of a Camper (Rangers 1996) - the first machinima to be recorded from the point of view of an 
independent camera (although at only 1 minute 36 seconds and without voices it’s little more than a 
‘deathmatch’); Apartment Huntin’ (Ill Clan 1997) - a popular comedy involving a pair of 
lumberjacks; Rebel Vs. Thug (Ken Thain 2002) - a music video for the band Fine Arts Militia; 
Anachronox (Jake Hughes 2002) - a feature length movie made from a modified version, or ‘mod’, 
of Quake II and which won Best Picture at the first Academy of Machinima Arts and Sciences 
awards in 2002; and Anna (Fountainhead 2003) - an avant garde short that depicts the life and death 
of a flower. Machinima is now also made in the Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games, 
or MMORPGs, of Linden Lab’s Second Life, Sony Online Entertainment’s Everquest, Electronic 
Arts Inc.’s The Sims 2, and Blizzard Entertainment’s World of Warcraft and its makers frequently 
eschew the look and feel of the first person shooter computer game. Possibly the best known of all 
machinima to date, however, is the 100-plus episode Red vs. Blue (RvB), which steadfastly recalls 
the war-based computer game in which it was created. 
 
RvB: As American As Machinima. 
A collaborative output from Texas-based “Rooster Teeth Productions”, RvB was directed by 
Michael “Burnie” Burns and Matt Hullum, and premiered on the Internet on April 1, 2003 before 
eventually concluding with a three version ending on June 28, 2007.1 With the exception of several 
scenes produced in Apple Macintosh’s Marathon and the PC version of Halo: Custom Edition, the 
RvB series was created in the Bungie Studios produced game Halo: Combat Evolved, using a 
number of Microsoft Xbox consoles networked together. Within such multiplayer sessions, players 
manipulate their onscreen representatives: making them run, jump, fire weapons and, most, 
significantly given the faceless visors of most Halo avatars, bob their mechanical heads to indicate 
speech or turn to face another avatar to suggest attentive listening. Meanwhile, the hyper-masculine 
figures rhythmically expand their armor-plated chests as if breathing, lending life-like movement to 
what are often dialogue-heavy scenes. Making RvB involved puppeteering of characters co-
ordinated to a pre-recorded audio-track, with the camera simply being the viewpoint of another 
player recorded to the computer. In the episodes created in Halo: Combat Evolved, a semi-
transparent device for aiming weapons, known as a reticule, appears like a digital watermark in the 
middle of the screen, reminding observant viewers that the perspective shown is simply that of 
another game combatant. Halo: Custom Edition, however, permitted a player to act as a free 
roaming camera, with the reticule no longer being visible. Additionally, in this second version of 
Halo, a bug allowing the gamer/puppeteer to drop his or her weapons also caused the weapon-
aiming reticule to disappear, and subsequently all episodes from 46 on are devoid of the distracting 
watermark. RvB was edited on Adobe Premiere Pro, and it is at this stage of post-production that 
black screens were applied to the top and bottom of the playback version to mask the onscreen 
information pertaining to the original gaming function, known as the Head-Up Display, thus 
producing a letterbox effect that mimics a cinematic widescreen format. With this development the 
last obvious traces of the first person shooter computer game in which it was acted were removed 
from RvB. Other tricks were employed to further simulate the far more expensive techniques of 
mainstream film-making, for example, crane shots were copied by situating the camera player atop 
the raised turret of a tank or by standing him/her on the shoulders of other players. Even cinematic 
imperfections such as lens flare are replicated. With such attention to the hiding of the game 
apparatus, machinima such as RvB generally strives for the verisimilitude of Hollywood, however, 
there are numerous moments when the videos can be read as self-reflexive statements of anti-war 
sentiment, subversively critiquing not only the warrior mentality of the first person shooter 
computer games from which they were birthed, but also the imperialistic militarism of the United 
States of America, the birthplace of machinima itself.
Textual Analysis and “Here.” 
This anti-war reading of RvB is valid but not, however, incontestable, if the series is read as a 
polysemic text. One popular research strategy of the post-structuralist interpretative paradigm of 
cultural studies is textual analysis, a methodology that may be a source of comfort to the 
contemporary film or new media reviewer when confronted by those critics with differing opinions. 
This way of understanding the world acknowledges that a given text has no single, definitive 
meaning and that a wide variety of sense-making practices are not only valid but perfectly 
acceptable, thus permitting an equally wide variety of readings. As Alan McKee states, “When we 
perform textual analysis on a text, we make an educated guess at some of the most likely 
interpretations that might be made of that text” (2003: 1) and none of these interpretations we – or 
others – make can be dismissed as “‘inaccurate’ or ‘false’” (18). Thus a film, book, or a mere line of 
dialog, can have two or more meanings, because, as Graeme Turner observes, “In film studies, and 
cultural studies generally, it is more customary to talk of ‘meanings’ than of Meaning” (1999: 144). 
Such attitudes have been built upon the deconstructionist thinking of writers such as Roland 
Barthes, who declared: “… all images are polysemic; they imply, underlying their signifiers, a 
‘floating chain’ of signifieds, the reader able to choose some and ignore others” (1977: 39). Thus, 
when the research methodology of textual analysis is applied to RvB it is possible to interpret this 
series of 100 episodes (plus 29 so-called public service announcements) as a response to America’s 
war in Iraq, coetaneously raging on the other side of the world as each episode is premiered to its 
wide fan base. The framing question posed in the first and last episode’s title is deeply existential: 
“Why are we here?’ commences the series and “Why were we here?” ends the final episode. The 
lexeme ‘here’ can be interpreted as referring to the purpose of life and, simultaneously, to the 
purpose of waging an unpopular war so far from the US homelands. Before an analysis of RvB 
proceeds, however, it is profitable to examine that which defines the anti-war film, by virtue of 
what it is not, i.e. the pro-war film. 
 
Hollywood Pro-war Propaganda. 
Pro-war filmic texts are nothing new in the heartland of America’s film-making industry, 
Hollywood. The abrasive and arrogant saber-rattling of American mainstream cinema too often 
foments an eagerness to slaughter in the name of virtue, for the sake of the American way. The 
glory and excitement of armed conflict has long driven studio executives to produce nationalistic 
combat narratives and the military has actively encouraged such texts, as Guy Westwell notes,  
the Pentagon’s willingness to provide military hardware and personnel (thereby slashing 
production budgets) in exchange for favourable representation [means] the armed forces 
have considerable power in shaping scripts and will often withdraw support if a film is 
perceived to be unflattering.[…] In courting the favour of the military, an institution with a 
significant vested interest in war, Hollywood tends to produce movies that are, to put it 
crudely, pro-war (2006: 2-3). 
As early as 1917, films such as Hearts of the World (D.W. Griffith 1918) served as jingoistic, pro-
war propaganda. Rather than faithfully depict the squalor of trench warfare, Griffiths re-enacted 
scenes from his previous Civil War epic, Birth of a Nation (1915), with spectacular cavalry charges, 
running infantry and columns of marching soldiers all working to glamorize the grubbiness of WWI 
combat as archly romantic melodrama. Then, prior to America's involvement in WWII, the national 
consensus regarding a neutral position was changed, according to Michael Birdwell, in part by the 
screening of Sergeant York (Howard Hughes 1941). This pro-war film can be read as indicative of a 
Warner Bros. campaign to enlist support against fascism by American citizens: “it was York’s 
conversion to […] interventionalism, that Americans in 1940-41 needed to see in order to be 
convinced that the war in Europe was indeed their concern” (1999: 128). Certainly, there is a 
tradition of Hollywood creating war films that conform to the interests of the American nation, as 
well as to generic expectations. 
 
Rick Altman distinguishes the elements of a genre film according to whether they are semantic or 
syntactic. The former has “a list of common traits, attitudes, characters, shots, locations, sets” 
whereas the latter indicates the way these elements are assembled as “the constitutive relationships 
… the genre’s fundamental syntax.” (1995: 30). In describing the war film genre, Robert Eberwein 
identifies several semantic elements shared by most: “high jinks during basic training”; depictions 
of a somber “funeral for victims of war”; the “contribution of a racial minority” and “primacy of the 
flag” (2006: 2-3). Syntax characteristics of the war film include the “powerful narrative trope of 
self-sacrifice” (Westwell 2006: 28) and, perhaps, most fundamentally, the “justification of cause” 
(Polan 2006: 54). As will be addressed later this paper, all six of these generic traits of the war film 
are ruthlessly parodied in RvB. But first, we need to consider those numerous films that promote an 
anti-war agenda by negating the glory of war with depictions of abject horror. 
Hollywood Anti-war Abjection. 
Parodic reflexivity is not always the approach used in creating the syntax of the anti-war film. 
Rather, the demonstration of war’s abject brutality, the terrible extent of suffering and the egregious 
betrayal by incompetent commanders characterize many films as tragedies rather than comedies. 
Many Hollywood films express anti-war sentiments by depicting the futility, waste and repugnance 
of combat although, it must be noted, rarely has an American indictment of the horror of war been 
permitted to be made and screened during the war it specifically critiques. But, whereas the anti-war 
films about Vietnam, such as The Deer Hunter (Michael Cimino 1978) and Apocalypse Now 
(Francis Ford Coppola 1979), surfaced several distancing years after the last humiliated UH-1 Huey 
war ship had evacuated from the communist-overrun rubble of fallen Saigon, today’s fiction film-
makers are responding to the mainstream news media’s sanitization of the Iraq war by depicting the 
current conflagration in all its brutality, as it happens. Every American middle-class home 
witnessed the carnage of the Vietnam War via the nightly television news, in what Michael J. Arlen 
called the “living-room war” in his 1969 book of the same name and these brutal images helped 
propel the anti-war movement of the era. Anti-war protests and activists were also made visible by 
television. But now the mainstream television news reports are eliding footage of villagers fleeing 
in terror as American fire power follows close behind. Of course, you can find digital pics of dead 
Iraqis and al-Qa’ida beheadings on the Internet but you will also now find the harrowing drama of 
the Iraq war screening in the cineplex with films like Brian De Palma’s Redacted (2007) and Paul 
Haggis’ In the Valley of Elah (2007) bearing witness to the teen audiences who may be considering 
signing up for service. These contemporaneous depictions are striving to illustrate the harrowing 
mental and emotional pain that service in a modern war entails, and the failure of the military to 
provide adequate treatment for the resultant post-traumatic stress disorders. It seems there is a 
desire to have the citizenry leave the cinemas shocked, saddened, and primed to exhort the 
American president to pull troops out of Iraq.
Humor not Horror in RvB. 
The anti-war message of RvB however, is conveyed not through horror but through humor. And 
therein lays its most significant and telling critique of warfare and the ideology sustained by most 
Hollywood war films. By denying the carnage of war, RvB permits dialog between its less than 
eager combatants in which the structures supporting their self-sacrifice are questioned. The 
Hollywood anti-war film usually concentrates on the suffering and trauma experienced whilst only 
hinting, at best, at the underlying problematic structure of the war machine. Westwell notes, 
“trauma is a dominant cultural trope in contemporary American culture post-Vietnam [which] 
ensures that historical events are thoroughly psychologized thereby eliding the contradiction, 
ambiguities and difficulties of history” (95). Other elisions occur around race, gender and the 
similar fears and motives of the enemies, as the soldier’s individual trauma in the Hollywood war 
film is typically synthesized into a contemporary anxiety, one which will yield to healing efforts of 
the helping professions. The soldiers in RvB, on the other hand, revel in puerile banter. To them, 
warfare is all snide homophobic remarks, playful but profane quips and clever put downs2 and by 
drawing focus away from the horror of war and foregrounding such banal badinage, RvB highlights 
the parallel stupidity of their overarching purpose as warriors. 
 
The targets for humor in RvB are the generic semantic and syntactic traits of the typical Hollywood 
pro-war film. The previously identified genre elements are parodied by RvB in the following ways: 
1. Hi-jinks during basic training. In the RvB universe, basic training is not shown, but the traditions 
of hazing, or initiation, are palpable from very early in the series. In episode 3, new Red recruit 
‘Private Donut’ is sent by ‘Simmons’ and ‘Grif’ to the (non-existent) store for two quarts of elbow 
grease. In the course of his wanderings, however, Donut stumbles across the Blue base and 
inadvertently captures their flag. Thus, the hazing of a rookie results in a victory over the 
opposition, simultaneously high-lighting the inappropriateness of generic light-heartedness in the 
pro-war film and the aleatory nature of warfare itself. 
2. Funerals for victims of war. Despite its name, death and injury are not heavily featured in the 
“Blood Gulch” where most of RvB takes place. In an ongoing commentary on the impermanence of 
death in the first person shooter computer game, in which a player’s avatar can usually quite easily 
be resurrected after even the most withering of deadly assaults, the only two characters that are 
killed, ‘Church’ and ‘Tex’, happily come back as ghosts, interacting with their colleagues much as 
they did before death. The main character, ‘Sarge,’ gives a telling speech in Episode 76: “Killing a 
man with your bare hands says, ‘We’re all equals as men. Except I’m slightly more equal because 
I’m still alive and you’re dead. Of course, dropping a nuke on them from 50,000 feet is also totally 
acceptable. I mean, let’s face it. There’s just not enough time in this busy world to show everyone 
the courtesy of a good strangling.” This de-emphasis of the finality of corporeal demise subtly 
recalls the death-lessness of traditional gaming. As Irene Chien notes: 
Death is built into the game mechanics. Without taking risks that kill you or learning 
through trial and error, you could never progress through each level. Moreover, the game’s 
‘rag doll physics’ make each death a unique, kinetic spectacle of collapse. But rather than 
promising the advancement or the spectacle of collapse, the soldiers’ inability to irrevocably 
die in Red vs. Blue contributes to the absurdity of their plight. There truly is no way out of 
this barren wasteland and meaningless war (2007: 29). 
In the first person shooter games from which machinima sprung, one’s character’s death has no 
consequences. If your avatar is killed, you simply start again. Similarly, when your avatar murders, 
you smile and keep on killing. Ed Halter notes, “these big-budget games [such as Black Hawk 
Down, Conflict: Desert Storm and Vietcong] remove all the vast moral complexity of war, and boil 
it down to a standardized narrative, far more simplistic than even the average Hollywood film […] 
no ethical quandaries trouble the player” (2006: 265-6). After Church’s death in episode 8, his 
corpse’s presence provides a quandary: how to dispose of bodies in a virtual world.  
3. Contribution of a racial minority. In episode 54, on learning that Tucker’s first name is 
Lavernius, Church queries if he is black, but concedes that it doesn’t matter. Similarly, the 
significance of pigmentation is further de-stabilized throughout the series by frequent jokes about 
the various shades of red or blue each soldier appears. Typical of this ongoing levity are Donut’s 
comment from episode “It’s not pink, it’s a lighter shade of red!” and Sarge’s observation in 
Episode 100, part 1: “Technically, black is just a really dark shade of red.” 
4. Primacy of the flag.  In episode 4, Caboose queries: “What’s so important about the flag?” To 
which Church replies: “Because it’s the flag. Man, you know … it’s the flag … Tucker, you tell 
him why the flag is so important” Tucker is unable to explain the significance of the atrefact their 
lives are being risked for: “Well, it’s … it’s complicated. It’s blue. We’re blue.” Later, in episode 5, 
when it is revealed Caboose ahs handed the flag over to the Red rookie, Donut, Church is outraged: 
“Let me get this straight. You gave this guy our flag?” Nonplussed, Caboose asks “Is that bad?” and 
the episode ends with the Blue soldiers bickering over using a faulty teleporter to head off Donut. 
5. Self-sacrifice. Sarge exemplifies RvB’s parodic response to this generic convention of the pro-
war film by his insistence on devising new ways to sacrifice his least favorite soldier, Grif, in order 
to save himself. The “Where are they now” titles in the DVD alternative ending to episode 100 
states “After his tour in Blood Gulch, Sarge was awarded the Medal of Redness, but had it revoked 
when he would not reveal his real name for the certificate. He commanded various red Forces over 
the following years and was eventually killed on the battlefield at Gemini 8. He died exactly the 
way he wanted: after Grif.” 
6. Justification of cause. The final expression of anti-war sentiment in RvB can be read in the 100th 
episode, which was released on 28 June 2007, as ultimately questioning the justification behind a 
senseless, destructive war, with three different endings (although additional alternative endings 
appeared on the DVD): 
Ending 1. The dialog of episode 1 is loosely echoed with the question from Caboose, “Do you ever 
wonder why we’re here?”, followed by Church’s anti-war advice “You don’t hate a person because 
someone told you to […] not because they’re Red or because they’re Blue …”, accompanied by an 
upbeat song with the lyrics “Roses are red, violets are blue. One day we’ll cruise down Blood Gulch 
avenue […] Violets are blue, roses are red, living like this we were already dead”. 
Ending 2. Vic’s surveillance system is destroyed by Sarge and the following titles appear: 
CONGRATULATIONS PLAYER! 
YOU HAVE WINNER! 
THANK YOU FOR PLAYING 
RED VS. BLUE 
PLEASE PLAY THE RED VS. BLUE 2 
THE ADVENTURE BEGINS TO CONTINUE AGAIN … 
COMING WINTER 2004 SOON! 
Ending 3. All the characters are killed. 
With these three endings to the series, war can only be understood as an ill-conceived, suicidal 
game. As Grif succinctly concludes in episode 95: “This war sux!” 
 
RvB is not the only anti-war machinima: unfettered by nationalistic censors or profit-hungry studio 
bosses, makers of machinima movies often depict a futuristic scenario in which combatants openly 
question the purpose of their military leaders, but most do it without comedy. Such grim antiwar 
machinima includes We Choose Death (Susi Spicoli 2006), a Second Life created video in which 
sub-titles tell of the director’s avatar’s disavowal of the war in Iraq, as represented by sound-bites 
from President George W. Bush, California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger and Secretary of 
State Condoleezza Rice, and subsequently remaining “happily ever after” in the “hidden Land of 
the Dead”. Deviation (Jon Griggs 2006) is a video created in the game Counterstrike, which has a 
soldier asking, in a similar fashion to RvB, the question “Why are we here?”, as he goes to his death 
in the computer game yet again. An Unfair War (Thuyen Nguyen 2006), created in The Sims 2, 
features a non-combatant whose typing at a computer about his family’s attempt to flee the fighting 
appears as sub-titles as the sound of bombs exploding outside gradually intensifies until it 
overwhelms him. These protestations of war represent a sort of digital version of Bertolt Brecht’s 
agitprop theater. But these machinima are the exception. More typical of a market-driven cultural 
economy that clearly understands the testosterone levels of its target teen demographic is the 
Electronic Arts Inc. Medal of Honor: Airborne game created Pathfinders (Jason Smith 2007), in 
which the deep-voiced, earnest-sounding voice-over narrator intones: “Our objective? Secure drop 
zones so the 82nd can come in and bring all manner of Hell to the enemy’s doorstep.” The soldiers 
of Pathfinders are killed amid much frenetic gunfire and trumpets alarum in nothing less than the 
glory of the Hollywood pro-war film writ small on the machinima screen. 
 
Lampooning Technological Determinism in RvB. 
In Blood Gulch, a soldier’s life is bound to the technology of combat. Individual agency is curtailed 
by the rigid head to toe body armor worn by all but one character, the non-combative Vic. Further, 
the technology involved in the machinimation of virtual faces is still in its infancy and the 
limitations in depicting facial expressions for Halo avatars, or ‘emotes’ as they are sometimes 
ironically called, has meant much of the humor is verbal wordplay. As J. J. Franzen said about the 
“Make love not Warcraft” part machinima episode of South Park, “The biggest problem that we 
found was that [the producer,] Trey [Parker] wanted to have exact lipsynch and a great deal more 
expressiveness and acting out of the characters then [sic] was really possible using in-game emotes” 
(“Q & A”, 2006). Some day, perhaps, improved avatars will be indistinguishable from images of 
real actors, and then we may even see the machinimated faces of John Wayne or Mel Gibson 
convincingly mouthing dialog to re-written pro-war films (if copyright laws etc. are circumvented). 
For now, however, this technological stumbling block in the development of machinima - the poor 
to non-existent lip-synchronization and the limited repertoire of facial expressions of the virtual 
actors - has resulted in greater “vococentrism” (Michel Chion 1994: 5), or emphasis on the human 
voice, and this is of particular significance in understanding the series’ ready adoption of a pacifist 
stance: a character’s emotions are difficult to show thus narratives are largely dialog driven. Talk, 
not action, predominates and mediation becomes imaginable in the anti-war RvB machinima. In this 
way, the technological determinism lampooned in the series through its insistence on encasing soft 
flesh in identical (except for color) machine-like exoskeletons not only offers a critique of 
contemporary warfare in which people are little less than cyborgs but suggests an internal rebellion 
against such locked-in circuitry. The extreme is depicted in episode 56, when the commander of a 
robot army defends its slow-moving attack: “You said you wanted a day of victory. At this speed 
they will win in exactly 24 hours.” RvB self-reflexively parodies the first person shooter computer 
game through its re-imagining of the mask-like faces, over-the-top weaponry and hyperbolic 
armory of the player’s typical avatar into a more positive vision in which these erstwhile killing 
machines are significantly defamiliarized as they engage in life-affirming introspection. As John 
Carroll and David Cameron state: 
The development of machinima points to a valuable critique of the prevailing media 
attitudes towards video games, based on technological determinism. From this determinist 
view, technological advances within video games are seen to shape the world of the player 
and society but are not reciprocally influenced by the players themselves. […] The relative 
openness of the technological form of digital games is often neglected in a determinist 
critique. The ability to change the meanings inherent in the digital form through hacking and 
appropriation means that the consumption of meaning is often accompanied by the 
production of meaning as well (2005: 4). 
The meaning created by RvB insistence on over-mechanization of soldier’s bodies and faces and 
foregrounding of introspective dialogue can be interpreted, in our textual analytic approach, as a 
negative comment on the pro-war proclivities of the video-gaming and teen movie cultures 
themselves. 
  
RvB as Masculinity Un-Primer. 
Another way RvB differs from most Hollywood pro-war films is evidenced by its willingness to 
depict women as warriors. In episode 6 the “big tank lady” ‘Sheila’ is introduced, in episode 10 the 
female mercenary ‘Tex’ becomes a regular character and in episode 81 Church’s sister ‘Sister’ 
enters the fray. Feminist critic Tania Modleski notes the way the Hollywood pro-war film works to 
prime young American males for combat. Citing Susan Jeffords as a significant contributor to this 
field of critique, she summarizes as follows: 
the genre is not only for men but plays a crucial role in the masculinizing process so 
necessary to the creation of warriors. Through spectacle (bombs bursting in air) and sound   
(usually heavy rock music), pro-war fantasies like Top Gun mobilize the kind of aggression 
essential to the functioning of men as killing machines (2006: 155). 
Pro-war films can be seen to have an episodic gender specific narrative, whereby young men, in 
their progression from home front to front line, develop in stages from soft-bodied innocence to 
stalwart maturity. Like bristling wolves, dripping with testosterone, they become members of a 
pack, held together by the institutionalized glue of basic training, tests of strength, endurance and 
bravado and other macho actions that serve to promote male bonding. The ‘high five’ functions as a 
socially binding expression of erect, male physicality. This muscular masculinity is appropriated to 
the extreme in computer game warfare: if brought to life these avatars would rival the most 
chemically enhanced professional bodybuilder, in anxiety-provoking dissonance with the physiques 
of a typical inactive and sedentary-lifestyled computer addict. But more disturbing than issues of 
resultant body dismorphia amongst un-athletic teen gamers is the inherent misogyny encouraged by 
such valorized cults of aggressive masculinity. Modleski continues her argument, describing the 
unappealing aspects of the male bonding that is part and parcel of the misogyny - the dirty 
jokes, the lies about sexual prowess, the animal behavior and brawling, the humiliation of 
those further down the pecking order, and so on [...] one of the most basic assumptions of 
Hollywood war films in regard to women and male bonding [is] that men must give up all 
ties to women and families in order to survive (165). 
Women are not just rendered sexual objects, non-agents of narrativity, they are in effect a threat to 
the soldier’s very survival in the unforgiving theaters of war. In RvB, however, the female soldier 
Tex is a most efficient killer and regularly humiliates other male characters in a subtle project to 
persuade viewers to question the expedience of war as a masculinizing activity. 
 
 Conclusion: New Media, Enduring Messages. 
Although one may readily accept the rarity of humor as the primary tool of an anti-war project, it 
may be argued that the self-reflexivity of RvB is a general characteristic of gamer identity 
consciously manipulated by the industry. Game developers recognize this aspect of the typical teen 
gamer’s desire to establish online credibility: to appear ‘cool’ by laughing at oneself. Rather than be 
seen as desk-bound nerds whose lives consist of gaming and nothing more, players deliberately 
express ironic deprecation of their propensity for virtual killing. Token expressions of anti-war self-
reflexivity are expressed before returning to the guns of their peer-to-peer virtual lives and perhaps 
game developers cynically recognize this need to self-deprecate for online ‘cred’. The 
methodological paradigm of textual analysis central to this paper permits such a reading. Perhaps 
this is why machinimation tools are not disabled or locked out of new editions of games. And 
certainly, on analysis of RvB as anti-war film, one is inevitably led to query if such protests have 
any real world effect. Do cultural engagements that promote an anti-war ethos actually work? 
Simon Perry believes that pro-war simulations in the virtual world encourage and facilitate gun 
violence in the real world: 
Any Quake-playing kid knows how to blow away approaching enemies [...] We must 
assume that these ‘learned responses’ can also transfer to the real world, if triggered […] 
Which is to say, games and interactive media in general can be powerful inculcators of 
behaviors, and these behaviors can be expressed outside the realm of the game (2004: 82). 
But the inculcation of a propensity to blow others away is not necessarily fixed and unalterable. 
Many players of first person shooter games such as Quake became players of Halo and are now also 
fans of RvB. Those pro-war ideologies indoctrinated by their first person shooter game play may be 
countered by the anti-war ideology of the machinima series. The RvB community is a large, non-
hierarchical meritocracy in which values and rewards are communally developed, not assigned by 
authorities. Since the internet provides for the increase in levels of participant’s anonymity and 
reach, or ‘connectivity’, the usual barriers of race, religion, disability, gender, material inequality 
and geographical location in face to face interaction are eliminated. A truly egalitarian network of 
collaborators is made possible in which the demarcation between producer and consumer blurs. On 
the interactive website of www.roosterteeth.com we see instances of Alvin Toffler’s “prosumer” 
(1971) giving feedback to the creators of the RvB machinima, who themselves are examples of what 
Axel Bruns calls the “produser” (2006), someone who is a hybrid of content user and content 
producer. Michael Burns and Matt Hullum used the media of the computer game to create new 
content, remediating game into machinima and these produsers are enthusiastically sharing anti-war 
sentiments. Irene Chien notes, “… the cult success of this now-canonical machinima is due 
primarily to Internet distribution across online gaming communities. […] Fans scramble to post the 
first comments in response to each new episode [which] chimes into a chorus of a thousand posts 
per episode” (2997: 28). The state of being a RvB fan involves not just watching a video, but what 
some of the community call ‘reverbing’. As posted by a fan with the handle Magnus_Bjorn on How 
RvB changed my life: “Reverbing has changed my life by keeping the body count low....” Whether 
this poster’s comment is serious or not is beside the point. Rather, it is indicative of the collective 
consciousness of the RvB community: a kind of reverberation of the flower power zeitgeist of the 
60s and 70s and serves as an alternative to the pro-war computer gaming presence of the US 
military’s recruitment and propaganda game America’s Army. As Halter writes: 
The sick factor is the cheap thrill of moral naughtiness - the idea that you can do something 
immoral without repercussion in a virtual world - and anyone who enjoys games well knows 
this pleasure. […] Even more than the practice of war itself, war games release us into a 
realm where our normal moral compunctions may be discarded: we can kill other people and 
destroy property (273). 
Anti-war machinima, like the few anti-war games on the market, enable the intervention of 
conscience regarding such discarded morality, they provide some degree of cognitive dissonance. 
Halter continues: “Most of the antiwar games mentioned – New York Defender, Baghdad Defender, 
Antiwargame, Kabul Kaboom!, and September 12th – all share a similar trait: they are games that 
cannot be won.[...] By throwing out the option of winning, antiwar games refuse to allow for even 
this limited feeling of triumphalism” (314) But even if one concludes, cynically, that the anti-war 
sentiments of gamers is expressed for the sake of appearances alone, they must surely result from 
occasional pause in trigger happy virtual killing: gamers at least momentarily consider the real 
world equivalent of their online soldiering as they ‘reverb’ between watching RvB machinima and 
playing Halo. As part of a growing media in which the Pentagon does not effectively green-light 
only those scripts it approves of, as with the Hollywood pro-war films of before, the anti-war 
sentiments of RvB  represent a cultural version of Toffler’s “next  peace-form” (1993: 226). 
Certainly, the American media can have a effect on the nation’s attitude to war and we can see anti-
war messages enduring despite the changes in media. In protest during Vietnam it was the televised 
voices of home-grown activists like Jane Fonda who influenced the mindset of America. Later,  in 
the golden age of post Vietnam film-making, many cinema-goers could empathize with the query, 
“What was it all for, man?”, voiced by auteurs such as Cimino and Coppola. Now, in the nascent 
era of machinima, Burns and Hullum have continued the protest online, prompting new media 
savvy gamers to ask “Why are we here … dude?” 
Notes. 
1. Despite advice to fans that the series would not proceed beyond 100 episodes, on the 24th 
October 2007 a segment entitled “Going Global” screened in which RvB is imagined as 
French, German, Eastern European and Japanese with the character’s concluding “Let’s just 
do RvB the American way, where we drive big cars and blow shit up!” With this statement 
they flag the possibility of further episodes. 
2. Many of the insults are original inventions, and popular terms such as “team-killing 
fucktard” or “shisno” have become mainstays of gaming vocabulary. 
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